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~atlve activity accompanied by high positive affect ("flow') can occur when 
Piop~ !>ponraneously set challenges and develop ne,.v skills in order to overcome 
~in (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992). Creative thinking during flow specific to 
~hematical problem solving can occur when students discover a mathematical 
~ 111 le:\.ity of which they we~ previously unaware, and decide to explore it. Flow 
nions include spontaneow;!y setting an intellectually challenging question 
t ~he mathematical complexity, and exploring this question using non-routine 
'matics (Williams, 2005). The thinking framework to study cognitive activity 
'amo;, 2005) was formulated by integrating aspects of thought processes 
"fied by oihers (Krutetskii, 1976; Dreyfus, Hershkowitz, & Schwarz., 200 ! ). 
construct of srudent spontaneity was claboTated by subcategorising social 
nts of the abstracting process (Dreyfus, Hershkowitz, & Schwarz, 200 ! ) into 
from internal and external source:s (Williams. 2005). Undertaking such 
' involves moving trom what is known to what is unkno\vn .. and there can 
y failures before success is achieved. Some students are no1 inclined to 
ke such activity {Seligman, l 995). 
t1vity during mathematical problem solving is illustrated through the activity 
ear 8 scudem, Eden (Williams. 2007), who found he could not position linear 
ns to 'shoot' <globs' on a Cartesian plane in a computer game. Eden was not 
.of connections bet>.veen algebmic fonns of linear functions and their positions 
hs. He observed and reflected on a dynamic visual display as it was generated 
r student. This display showed a family of parallel lines appearing one after 
'on the screen as the student undertook a trial and error process tony to hit 
.Eden identified a pattern between the x and y values of co-ordinates of each 
on the same line. He thought he saw a link between this panem and t.'1.e 
·c equation at the bottom of the screen. He returned to his own computer, and 
ented. After seven minutes of intense activity, he left his computer screen and 
. softly to himself. He had confinned that his patterns \Vere expressed by the 
·~ equation. He had developed new conceptual understanding that linked 
c,. numerical, verbal, and graphical expressions for linear functions 
. ·. I knowledge novel to Eden}. Eden recognized patterns, and built with them 
. ing them verbally and algebraically, and then expeiimenting to see whether 
'.'..always a link between the pattern and the equation. He synthesised to gain 
'Yi.hen he reali51;,'>(i that all of the information he had found about the graph 
' 71je!d' in the linear equation and 'unpacked' as needed. 
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In his intervie\v, Eden described how he problem solved in mathematics. fk 
perceived failure to understand as temporary and able to be overcome with effort. ; 
,~ 
You just have got ro sort of think out the answers in your head (pause) occasionally yo\ 
have gotm- got to write down on paper what you are thinking about (pause) mtd 
eventually get the answer (Williams, 2006b, p. 397). · 
Mv insights into Eden's creative thinking relied upon analvsis of the teacher video.Wi 
- ~ - - ":r, find what the students were told at the start of the lesson, the focus student video~ 
find whether other srudents provided mr.thematica! input to Eden's exploration,}~ 
whole class camera to determine that Eden was not interacting with others duringi 
seven minutes of exploration, and all three videos in the next iesson to make • 
others h~d not .contri~uted to,E?en's _underst~nding prior to his interview a~ei' 
lesson. 1 he v1deo-srunulatea interview assisted Eden to remember detail, ~ 
communicate his thoughrs in class. This interview drew attention to the pans ofi! 
lesson when Eden had developed new know!edge, and provided indicators or'bij 
inciination to explore. The LPS data collection processes were crucial to this snid.Y;i 
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